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Southern California:

Morongo Tribal Chairman, Robert Martin Retires
Tribal Chairman Robert Martin, a nationally recognized and respected leader in Indian Country
who guided the Morongo Band of Mission Indians near Palm Springs, CA for three decades,
will retire from tribal government, effective July
1, 2021.

During his time in tribal leadership, Robert Martin helped lift Morongo from generations of
crushing poverty and neglect into the economic
and cultural powerhouse it is today. A consummate diplomat, Robert Martin’s warm nature,
deep insights and calming demeanor in the face
"I have thoroughly enjoyed my journey as I of challenges were the hallmarks of his steady
worked with our Tribal Council, our member- leadership.

ship and leaders in all branches of governments "Chairman Robert Martin has – and will continto advance self-reliance and tribal sovereignty,” ue to be a pillar in Indian Country,” said Califorsaid Robert Martin, who decided not to seek nia State Assemblymember James Ramos.
reelection in June after six consecutive terms as "Chairman Martin serves as a role model for so
chairman.
many of us and I thank him for his teachings.”
"I’m proud of the great progress our tribe and Robert Martin grew up on the Morongo Reservaour Tribal Council have made together during tion, helping his family raise cattle. A lifelong
my tenure as we created new economic and edu- resident of the San Gorgonio Pass, he graduated
cational opportunities for our members, our re- from Banning High School, studied business at
gion, and all of Indian Country,” Robert Martin Mt. San Jacinto Community College and worked
said. "I am confident that the next generation of as a contractor and homebuilder before entering
tribal leaders will continue the important work of tribal government.
advancing tribal sovereignty.”
A fierce champion of self-reliance, Robert MarElected to his first term as chairman in 1983, tin led Morongo when the tribe joined with the
Robert Martin served 18 years as chairman and Cabazon Band of Mission Indians to block state
another 11 years on the Morongo Tribal Council and county officials from shutting down the deover the next four decades.
sert tribes’ high-stakes bingo and card parlors in
Charles Martin, no relation to Robert Martin, 1986.
was elected as the new Morongo Tribal Chair- That struggle led the Morongo and Cabazon
man and was seated July 1, 2021. He has served tribes to secure the landmark 1987 U.S. Su12 years on the Morongo Tribal Council. Born preme Court decision that confirmed the soverand raised on the Morongo Reservation, Charles eignty of Indian tribes across the nation, and
Martin is deeply committed to service and lead- their right to establish gaming operations. That
ership within the tribe.
watershed decision fueled an economic and soHis career in both tribal leadership and business cial renaissance that brought roads, clean water,
development has been characterized by a strong housing, health care, jobs and education to reserwork ethic leading to career experience in nu- vations across the U.S.
merous fields including public safety, entertain- "There were some in Indian Country who told us
ment and organizational management.
to quit because they thought we were risking too
"Hardworking, engaging, and entrepreneurial, much,” Robert Martin recalled years later.

Chairman Robert Martin’s leadership transcended generations and cultures,” said Charles Martin. "He is an inspiration and a role model for
tribal leaders everywhere, and we look forward
to benefiting from his continuing wisdom and
counsel for many years to come.”

"Some thought we should be content with modest bingo halls and small card rooms. But I felt
the issue was too important to give up.”

Robert Martin oversaw construction of the original Casino Morongo in 1994 and, 10 years later,
the development of the $250 million Morongo
Casino Resort & Spa. The towering 27-story re-

sort remains the tallest building between Los Angeles and the Arizona border, and was expanded
in 2020.
Under Robert Martin’s leadership, Morongo
also diversified its business portfolio with new
ventures in finance, health care, manufacturing
and retail. Today, Morongo’s business enterprises generate nearly $3 billion annually in regional
economic activity and provide over 2,500 jobs,
making the tribe one of Riverside County’s largest employers.
The tribe’s successful businesses fund
Morongo’s vital tribal government services for its
members, including healthcare, public safety, fire
protection, education, and social services.

"Without a doubt, Chairman Robert Martin was
instrumental in setting Morongo on a path of
financial stability and economic success that will
benefit generations of tribal members for years
to come,” said Riverside County 5 District Suth

pervisor Jeff Hewitt.
From meetings at the White House to offering
testimony before the U.S. Congress, the California State Legislature and the Riverside County
Board of Supervisors, Robert Martin worked
closely with city, county, state and federal lawmakers on a multitude of issues including economic development, land use, water, energy, education, the environment, transportation and
tribal gaming.
Robert Martin’s devotion to protecting tribal sovereignty and Indian culture led him to fight for
the rights of Native children, driving Morongo to
join other tribes, state attorneys general and child
welfare organizations in defending the Indian
Child Welfare Act against a 2018 court challenge.
A passionate defender of Morongo’s rich culture
and tribal traditions, Robert Martin remains
deeply committed to developing future tribal
leaders. He helped establish a tuition-free college
preparatory academy at the Morongo Reservation – the first of its kind in the nation – and ardently supports college scholarship programs to
help tribal youth secure a higher education.
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The primary purpose of the American Indian Reporter is to provide factual information to the American Indian Tribal people and
general public on American Indian issues at the local, state and national levels.
The American Indian Reporter does not, nor is it intended to represent the views of any American Indian Tribal Government,
American Indian Organization, Native American Community Organization, private sector sponsor/s, advertiser/s or contributor/s
of the publication.
Any reproduction or posting of any data herein in permitted with acknowledgement and credit to the publication and author . All
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U.S. Supreme Court in a 6-3 Vote Ruled
California Charities law unconstitutional
Source: National Review

MY VIEW by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.

On July 1, 2021 the Supreme
Court struck down a unconstitutional California law that required charities to report the identities of their
major donors.
And although the challenge to the
California law received overwhelming support for both side of the political spectrum the National Public
Radio reported the courts decision:

“The Supreme Court has struck
down a law California law t requiring non-profits to disclose their
large donors with the state - siding
with rich donors and their desire to
remain anonymous.”
The Times goes on to note that the
law was challenged by Americans
for Prosperity Foundation, “a group
affiliated with the Koch family,” and
the Thomas More Law Center, “a

conservative Christian publicinterest law firm.” But, as Casey
Mattox points out, it’s possible “that
no constitutional case has ever seen
the diversity of amici present in
AFPF v Bonta.”
Among the groups that filed amicus
briefs arguing that the law was an
violation of the First Amendment
were the ACLU, NAACP, the Legal
Defense and Educational Fund,

Human Rights Campaign, PETA,
PEN, and the Southern Poverty
Law Center.
The gravity of the privacy concerns
in this context is further underscored by the filings of hundreds of
organizations as amici curiae in support of the petitioners. Far from
representing uniquely sensitive causes, these organizations span the ideological spectrum, and indeed the
full range of human endeavors:
from the American Civil Liberties
Union to the Proposition 8 Legal
Defense Fund; from the Council on
American-Islamic Relations to the
Zionist Organization of America;
from Feeding America—Eastern
Wisconsin to PBS Reno. The deterrent effect feared by these organizations is real and pervasive, even if
their concerns are not shared by
every single charity operating or
raising funds in California.
Many in political media simply can’t
help themselves. They synthesize
everything through the prism of race
or class — or both — and are unable
to comprehend that neutral constitutional principles can often go beyond those issues.

Assemblymember, James C. Ramos once again proves to be a man
of action as he went to bat for the
American Indian Education Center.
The California Department of Education had notified the 20 California American Indian Centers located through out the State that the
unexpended funds for the fiscal
year because of the covid-19 lock
down would be returned to the
state. The request by the Indian
Education Centers for the unexpended funds to be carried over fell
on deaf ears while all other education funds within the state were allowed to be carried over.
However, once Assemblymember
Ramos was asked for help he was
able to rectify the problem and the
Indian Education Centers were allowed to carry over the education
funds to the FY 2021-22.
The California American Indian
Education Center were established
in 1974 by President Reagan when
he was Governor of California.
Senate Bill 2264 allowed for the
establishment of 10 American Indian Education Center within the
State that allowed Indian Tribes
and Tribal organizations to contact
and manage their own education
programs.
Today, this may seen insignificant,
but in 1974 it was unheard of and it
was the first time in the history of
the Nation that the American Indian people were allowed to provide
direct educational service for their
children or services of any kind.
A year later in 1975, President Nixon’s signature American Indian leg-

islation Public Law 93-638, The
Indian Self-Determination and Education Act was pass which expanded on Reagan’s idea allowing for
the American Indian Tribes and
Tribal organizations to contract and
provide all government services. It
allowed for tribes to become selfgoverned.
Again, this may seen in significate
today but believe me in 1974 and
75 it was a major breakthrough for
the American Indian Tribes and
people.
It has been almost a half a century
since these landmark legislations
and would only seem appropriate
to suggest total tribal leadership
over all aspects of our Tribal Communities.
Again, I would like to offer my sincere thanks to Assemblymember,
James C. Ramos for all his help in
restoring the American Indian Centers funds.
NOTE: Assemblymember, James

C. Ramos is an enrolled member of
the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians and in the first and only
California American Indian to be
elected to the California State Legislator.
The irony is that someday the significates of Ramos achievement
may be as insignificant as the Indian
legislation that was presented in this
article as the number of California
Tribal member are elected to the
State Legislator.
But for now, James C. Ramos is
our torch bearer and as such we
should all support him.

COVID-19 Emergency Help!
Are you recently unemployed OR laid-off due to the CORONAVIRUS crisis?
Are you are an enrolled member or a descendent of an American Indian Tribe and living off the Reservation?
Does your family need emergency supportive services (food, rental assistance, utilities, etc.)?
YOU AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY FOR SERVICES, IF you are on CalWORKS, Tribal TANF or with
a County/State TANF or any other public assistance program.

For more information please contact:

SCAIR

SCAIR

San Diego Resource Center
239 East Main Street
El Cajon CA 92020
619-328-0676

Ventura Resource Center
877 South Victoria Ave. Suite 110
Ventura CA 93003
805-765-6243

Serving San Diego, Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Santa Cruz, San
Benito, Monterey and Sonoma Counties.
“Work Readiness Training Program.”

Information Call 1-888-217-2247
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Dr. Joely Proudfit First American Indian Woman Appointed to
Commission Advocating For Women and Girls
Source: The San Diego Union-Tribune * Contributed by Gary Ballard, San Diego CA
Gov. Gavin Newsom has appointed
Carlsbad resident and professor Joely Proudfit to the Commission on
the Status of Women and Girls,
making her the first Indigenous
woman to serve the organization.
Proudfit (Luiseño/Payómkawichum)
is a professor at California State
University, San Marcos who has
served as American Indian studies
chair and director of the California
Indian Culture and Sovereignty
Center since 2008.
During Proudfit’s four-year term,
she not only plans to support the
concerns of all women, she also
hopes to highlight issues that impact
Indigenous women and girls disproportionately.
Indigenous women and girls
face disproportionately high rates of
murder, domestic violence, sexual
assault and disappearance in comparison to their non-native counterparts. A 2018 report from
the Urban Indian Health Institute found that murder is the thirdleading cause of death for Indigenous women and the Department of
Justice reports nearly half of Indigenous women experience sexual assault.

state lawmakers, according to its
website. It is made up of 15 members — seven of whom are appointed by the governor on a rotating basis — who advocate for reproductive
choice, educational equity, economic equity and educating the community on the issue of violence against
women.
Holly Martinez, the commission’s
interim executive director, said she
looks forward to everything Proudfit
will bring to the table, from her experience as an educator at CSU San
Marcos to her perspective on the
needs of California’s diverse population.

“Having Professor Proudfit ... bring
in the perspective of Indigenous
women and Native Americans is an
incredible addition and a muchneeded voice on our commission,”
Martinez said.
The commission has programs that
support women and girls on issues
related to equitable pay, sexual assault victim services, access to abortion, voting equity, and in support of
careers in STEAM fields — short for
science, technology, engineering, art
and math.
Much of the organization’s upcoming work will be related to recovering from the impacts of the COVID
-19 pandemic and the economic
recession it caused, Martinez said.

“I think this is the platform in which
to share with the rest of the state,
the rest of the 40 million people
that live here, about our Native
women and girls and our presence “As we look forward and move the
and the contributions that we make work of the commission forward,
to this state,” Proudfit said.
we’re going to be really focusing on
The issues the demographic faces women’s and girls’ economic securican be multifaceted and complex, ty and recovery, ways to champion
Proudfit said, adding that she hopes and improve their health and wellshe can help the commission to un- ness through programs and policy
derstand the complexity and diversi- work, as well as really understanding
ty of the barriers that Native women the challenges women and girls face
face.
uniquely through the burden of
In stepping into the role, Proudfit both race and sex discrimination,”
will join La Mesa Assemblymember
Dr. Akilah Weber as the second
commissioner from San Diego
County.
The Commission on the Status of
Women and Girls was launched in
1965 “to promote equality and justice for all women and girls,” in collaboration with the governor and

Martinez said.
A study from the California Budget
& Policy Center found that 54 percent of California women lived in
households that lost earnings during
the pandemic, with Latino and
Black women being even more likely to lose income. As of February,
11.8 percent of women were unem-

ployed, compared to
10.7 percent of men.
For women, working
from home during the
pandemic has been more
disruptive to their careers
compared to men, a report from the Center for
the Advancement of
Women at Mount Saint
Mary’s University found.
Women were more likely to leave the workforce
during the pandemic and
more likely to provide
additional childcare than
men (41 percent compared to 15 percent). Men were
more likely to report feeling more
productive at home where children
are present than women (77 percent
compared to 46 percent), the report
found. They were also more likely
to report that working from home
had a positive impact on their careers (57 percent) in comparison to
women (29 percent).
Proudfit added that the COVID-19
pandemic has highlighted some of
the inequities that the Indigenous
communities faces, especially when
it comes to access to health care,
education, employment opportunities and business development.
To address the impacts the COVID
-19 pandemic has had on women
throughout the state, the commission is projected to receive $7.9 million in the annual budget.
In addition to her work in academia, Proudfit is also the founder of
two companies: a public relations
agency and liaison between Indigenous and non-Indigenous organizations (Naqmayam Communications), and Native Media Strategies,
which aims to improve authentic
representation of Indigenous peoples in Hollywood.
Throughout her career, Proudfit has
found inspiration in many other Indigenous filmmakers, researchers
and advocates on the local and national mediascape.
Her inspirations include professor
Patricia Dixon (Pauma Band of

Luiseño Indians), poet Suzan
Shown Harjo (Cheyenne/Muscogee
Creek), former tribal chairwoman
Mary Ann Martin Andreas of the
Morongo Band of Mission Indians
and America’s first prima ballerina
Maria Tallchief (Osage Nation).
There’s also Deb Haaland (Laguna
Pueblo), who became the first Indigenous cabinet secretary when she
was tapped by President Biden earlier this year to lead the Department
of the Interior, which oversees the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Whether it’s through her service to
the Commission on the Status of
Women and Girls or through articles she writes highlighting new film
and television projects created by
Native Americans, spotlighting the
Indigenous community for future
generations is a core driver behind
what she does.
More so than anything, she is inspired to work in support of Indigenous women’s issues through her
work as an academic, storyteller and
media maker in large part for her 9year-old daughter, and Proudfit
hopes she’ll feel empowered to do
meet any goals her heart desires.

“Representation truly does matter,
and we need to have role models,
we need to be seen and heard, and
people need to understand that Native women are part of the tapestry
that is America,” Proudfit said.

Anti-American Members of Congress Use 4th of July to Promote Racism
Source: Washington Examiner, July 5, 2021 * Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
Democratic Rep. Cori Bush disputed the Fourth give 'equal rights' to black people or women.
of July's message of independence on Sunday, say- “Need I say more?” Waters wrote on July 3, 2021.
ing the holiday only represents freedom "for white Others pushed back on the notion that life in the
people."
United States has not improved for black Ameri"When they say that the 4th of July is about Amer- cans since 1776.

ican freedom, remember this: the freedom they’re "Black people are free. To say they aren't is to lie,"
referring to is for white people," Bush, a member Seth Dillon, CEO of satire website the Babylon
of the left-wing "Squad," wrote on Twitter amid Bee, responded to Wise. "And they have every
celebrations of the 245th Independence Day. opportunity in this country, including the oppor"This land is stolen land and Black people still tunity to run for Congress, like Cori Bush. To say
aren’t free."
they don't is to lie. For what purpose do you want
"We know what our own freedom looks like," them to think of themselves as slaves when they
Bush wrote hours later in a follow-up tweet. "End aren't?"
the slavery permitted under the 13th amendment. "Hateful, divisive lies," Republican Sen. Ted
End the War on Drugs. End police violence. End Cruz wrote in response. "The Left hates America.
health care, housing, and education apartheid. Believe them when they tell you this."
WE are the experts on our own liberation. And "You can stop with the racism now Cori and put
we won't stop until it's won."
your race card back in your pocket," Republican
Bush’s analysis garnered sympathy and praise Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene wrote. "4th of July is
among some tweeters
freedom for all from a tyrannical government."
“Yes because if any Black person is successful in The rise of critical race theory, or the philosophy
life it proves Black people are free, with equal op- that systemic racism is enshrined in U.S. instituportunity," author Tim Wise, who describes him- tions, has prompted many on the Left to suggest
self as an antiracism educator, sarcastically wrote in response to a tweet urging people to
consider Bush's success as a rebuttal to her claims.

"So when Madam CJ Walker became a millionaire in 1911, obviously all Black people could
have done it and it's their own fault if they didn't.
Airtight logic…"
Maxine Waters went on an anti-American rant in
a July 4 Twitter post where she claim the creeds
laid out in the Declaration of Independence didn't

port for critical race theory in military training,
with Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman General Mark
Milley, who is white, testifying before Congress
that he wants "to understand white rage."
"I've read Karl Marx. I've read Lenin," Milley said.

"That doesn't make me a communist. So, what is
wrong with understanding ... the country which we
are here to defend?"
"I want to understand white rage, and I'm white,"

he continued, adding that the military should be
"widely read" on various topics, including race relations.
The Right has been critical of the philosophy, with
Sen. Tom Cotton, an Army veteran, slamming its
the birth of the U.S. was not in 1776 with the
use in the military as detrimental to unit cohesion.
adoption of the Declaration of Independence, but
"We cannot have an Army, a Navy, a Marine
rather in 1619, at the outset of slavery.
Corps, an Air Force, or a Space Force where
The critical race theory has been met with controyoung troopers are looking to their left and right
versy. Those on the Left have celebrated the phiand seeing not fellow citizens who took an oath to
losophy. Nikole Hannah-Jones, the founder of the
the Constitution, someone who's willing to lay
1619 Project, was granted tenure at the University
down their life not just for their country but to
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill after a weekslong
keep you alive," he said during a virtual event hostfight about her promotion of critical race theory.
ed by the Heritage Foundation.
Military leaders have also signaled a degree of sup-
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Supreme Court ruling is a damning condemnation of Harris and Xavier Becerra
Source:

July 2, 2021 by Kaylee McGhee White * Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Soboba Indian Rez.

The Supreme Court ruled 6-3 this week that California’s donor disclosure requirement violated
donors’ First Amendment rights and is thus unconstitutional.
State officials upset with the decision should
thank Vice President Kamala Harris and Health
and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra,
both of whom served as California’s attorney
general at different times, for making it necessary.
Writing for the majority, Chief Justice John Roberts noted that California didn’t even bother to
enforce the donor disclosure requirement until
2010, which is when Harris became the state’s
attorney general. At that time, Harris’s office demanded that all nonprofit groups seeking to raise
money in the state report the names and addresses of their major donors nationwide. And
although she claimed this information would be
kept private, Roberts noted a lower court found
that California “was unable to ensure the confi-

dentiality of donors’ information.”
One of the nonprofit organizations that sued the
state “identified nearly 2,000 confidential Sched-

ule Bs that had been inadvertently posted to the
Attorney General’s website, including dozens

“chilling” effect on potential donors, many of
whom had good reason to remain anonymous.
He pointed to evidence provided by the plaintiffs that several of their supporters had been

“subjected to bomb threats, protests, stalking,
and physical violence.” Despite this, Harris and

that were found the day before trial,” Roberts
wrote. An expert witness for the plaintiffs “also
discovered that he was able to access hundreds
of thousands of confidential documents on the
website simply by changing a digit in the URL.”
In other words, California not only demanded
that nonprofit groups hand over confidential,
sensitive data, but it also then made that data
available to the general public by opening up
these disclosures to public record requests and
failing to supervise the third-party vendors who
accessed the registry.
And who was the one responsible for these mistakes? Harris’s office — and, later, Becerra’s.
Roberts agreed with the lower court that California’s donor disclosure requirement had a

Is Insanity Contagious?

President Joe Biden commented Saturday, July 3, 2021 on what he thought
about American runner Sha'Carri Richardson's one-month suspension for testing positive for marijuana was fair.
"Rules are the rules," Biden said. "And

everyone knows what the rules were going in. Whether they should remain that
way is a different issue. But the rules are
rules, and I was really proud of the way
she responded."

Becerra continued to compile a wealth of information, including sensitive details such as an individual donor’s home address, and took to
court any nonprofit organization that refused to
comply with the mandate.
Harris and Becerra proved time and time again
throughout their respective tenures as California's attorney general that they did not care one
lick about constitutional liberties. Harris spent
years targeting the Americans for Prosperity
Foundation simply because it was funded by the
libertarian-conservative Koch brothers, and
Becerra used the majority of his time in office to
sue Catholic nuns who believed that Obamacare’s contraceptive mandate violated their religious beliefs.
At least the Supreme Court saw Harris and
Becerra as the power-hungry authoritarians that
they are. Let's hope that the next California attorney general is better.

MY VIEW by
Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.

So why does Gwen Berry get a pass for
her antics? Isn’t political activism a violation of the RULES?
Has anyone besides me noticed that the
main stream media and social media
have eliminated any coverage of the
Gwen Berry controversy?
And while we’re talking about rules,
testing and political agendas; what happened to the biological science proving
the difference between male and female? Small things like muscle development, strength and bone density.
Men are men and women are women,
it’s a scientific fact, regardless of their
mental disorder.
What happened to girls and women’s
rights and protection? It appears to be
more double speak by the brain dead
elected buffoons and mulita gender
freaks.
In my humble opinion, political correctness and those that support this insanity
have a cranium full of unprocessed sewage! And for the record Richardson has
shown a lot of class.

Me Too!

Transgender woman wins
Miss Nevada USA pageant
This is not fake news! The title of Miss Nevada
USA has gone to a transgender woman for the
first time. Kataluna Enriquez was crowned the
winner Sunday, June 27, 2021 in the pageant at
the South Point hotel-casino in Las Vegas. She
was the winner of the Miss Silver State USA
pageant in March, a preliminary competition
for the Miss Nevada USA pageant.

Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com
View On-Line @
AmericanIndianReporter or CALIE.org
Please Send Us Your Email Address For Your
FREE Bi-Monthly American Indian Reporter
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Saul Alinsky’s “8-steps To Create a Socialist State”
MY VIEW by Ernie C, Salgado, Jr,
Saul Alinsky’s “8-steps to Create a Socialist State” is the bedrock of the American Socialist Democratic Party. I believe it’s important for you to understanding want it means.
Who was Saul Alinsky? He was an American community organizer and writer. He is generally considered to be the founder of modern community
organizing. He is often noted for his book Rules for Radicals (1971 and his “8-steps to topple a nation and create a socialist state” which are as follows:
1) Healthcare — Control healthcare and you control the people.

7) Religion — Remove the belief in the God from the Government and
Best example is Obamacare which is the first step to a single payer system schools.

if total government control. Just look at the mess at the veterans hospitals. Although over 85-percent of Americans believe in God the courts have
2) Poverty — Increase the Poverty level as high as possible, poor people ruled that we can’t teach about God in the public schools. The movement
are easier to control and will not fight back if you are providing everything has moved into the workplace and with the reinvention of “Political Correctness” and “Cancel Culture,” which are both the creations of Russia’s
for them to live.
The current covid-19 was a perfect example of how the government can Josef Stalin to eliminate free speech and censor rivals. He also imprisoned
take control of the economy under threat of imprisonment for trying to and killed his opponents. Some estimates are that 20 to 30-million Rusprovide shelter, safety and food for your family. Then forcing the people sians were murdered by Stalin.
to be dependent in the government and then controlling them. But allow- The American Socialist haven’t gotten there yet, but it won’t be long. In
fact the imprisonment of several of the January 6, 2021 capitol protestors
ing rioters to run free.
3) Debt — Increase the debt to an unsustainable level. That way you are that have been denied bail is viewed by many as partisan politics since not
one Black Lives Matter, Antifa or Cancel Culture rioter has been refused
able to increase taxes, and this will produce more poverty.
bail.
Obama increase the national debt from $10-Trillion to over $20-Trillion
in 7-years. And Socialist Lite, Bush II increased it from $6-Trillion to $10- The concept of establishing “Re-Education Camps” was discussed after
Trillion and now we have runaway fright train on a path to economic dis- the 2020 election but didn’t have the support needed, however, it ‘s still
aster. Taxes have already gone up causing the price of goods and services on the back burned for now.
8) Class Warfare — Divide the people into the wealthy and the poor. This
4) Gun Control — Remove the ability to defend themselves from the Gov- will cause more discontent and it will be easier to take (Tax) the wealthy
with the support of the poor.
ernment. That way you are able to create a police state.

to go up which will lead us into inflation on a massive scale.

Gun control has gotten completely out of control which fits right into the
agenda of the Marxist. Stop for a second and take a second look at all the
laws on gun control, they are all directed at the law biding American citizens. Criminals are the ones using guns and breaking the laws. Again,
look at the facts. Maine is an open carry a gun state and has the lowest gun
crime in the nation while in Chicago only criminal are allowed to have
guns and it’s weekly murder rate is higher than some state annual rate.
Blacks killing Blacks is not even a topic of consideration for our Nations
leaders.
5) Welfare — Take control of every aspect of their lives (Food, Housing,
and Income).

You bet, during the Obama years over 40-million Americans were in welfare or receiving food stamps simply because it fit the liberal agenda and
the economy was in the tank and they didn’t have a clue in how to create
jobs by bring back production to America. But when Trump made it happen he was attacked in every front. One attack was because the number of
people receiving welfare and food stamps dropped.
6) Education — Take control of what people read and listen to — take control of what children learn in school.

The public schools in America has been taken over by the teachers union
that leans to the far left. Over the last 50-years the K-12 public schools in
America have gone from number one in the world to the bottom 10 percent.
Many teacher are not qualified to be in the classroom as teacher mainly
due to their own lack of quality education and promotional criteria is
based on seniority as opposed to ability.
A great majority if the students graduating high school can’t read above
the 3rd grade reading level.
Social promotion and participation are the norm not basic academic
skills. And now the public schools serve as indoctrination center for Socialism and Marxism through the critical race theory curriculum.
A complete renovation of the public education system is needed to a basic
system of “Mastery.” A Mastery education system allows each student to
advance from one level to the next at their own level of ability.

The division of the people against one another as rich and poor is textbook Karl Marx. However, it was rejected by Dr. Martin Luther King because he did not reject the principals of America but rather the laws that
prevented equality.
How ever the western Marxist proved to be resilient and over the last 30
years have recreated the Marxist teaching into an acceptable model from a
class conflict to one of “Oppression and Privileged.”
The wealthy as defined by Karl Marx as the “Oppressor and Privileged”
are now all the “White People” including those that lived over 500 years
ago for their crimes real or imagined against the “People of Color,” which
includes ever race and ethic group on the planet but more specifically in
America. However, Jewish people are also consider “White and Evil,” as
are people of “Color” that don’t conform to their Marxist ideology.
The K-12 curriculum that has been adopted by that National Teachers
Association and is currently being implemented in the public schools in
17 states in the USA is best known as the critical race theory. Ironically
due to the government imposed shut down and the implementation of
online home teaching many parents became aware of what their children
were being taught and raised their objections with the local school authorities only to find themselves on the receiving end of harsh political retaliation.
Cancel Culture has weaponized “Political Correctness” “Social Justice”
and “McCarthyism” to cancel the freedom of speech and due process
rights of the targeted individuals, business or organization. Most folks under the age of 65 most likely don’t have s clue who senator Joe McCarthy
or Josef Stalin were unless they were students of recent history, but for the
majority of the population this is true.
The basic premise of the Cancel Culture agenda is; “Freedom of Speech
for Me, but Not For You.” Is it working out for them? You bet it is! According to recent studies 98.5 percent of the Colleges and Universities in
the Nation do not allow free speech and the 1.5 precent that do are private schools. Another example of the suppression of free speech is a recent Gallup poll indicated that 77 percent of conservatives are afraid to
share their political beliefs publicly.

The chart shown below is an example of the Marxist critical race theory.
Please do your own due diligent.
Don’t be fooled by the main stream and
social media into believing we are a racist
Country.
There is no denial that America has oppressed many ethnic groups which include white people as well like the Irish
and Italians and white religious people
like the Mormons.
Many if the American Indian tribal people are still forced to live in poverty because of failed government oversight policies.
Yet, American has made major progress
in correcting these issues.
To pit people against each other because
of skin color is racist, stipid and wrong.

Form of Oppression

Privileged Oppressive Group

Target/Victim Group

Sexism

Men

Women

Racism

White People

People of Color

Heterosexism

Heterosexual People

LGBTQ People

Classism

Wealthy People

Working Class & Poor People

Religious Oppression

Christian People

All Others

The chart above was taken from a K-12 curriculum called “Forms of Oppression.”
This curriculum was authorized and funded in the amount of $1- million by the Santa Barbara school
district in CA. The chart is in alliance with the Critical Race Theory core curriculum.

FREEDOM IN AMERICA IS AT RISK
“Freedom is one of the deepest and noblest aspirations of the human spirit.”
“Freedom is the right to question and change the established way of doing things. It is the continuous revolution of the marketplace. It is
the understanding that allows us to recognize shortcomings and seek solutions.”
“Freedom is not something to be secured in any one moment of time. We must struggle to preserve it every day. And freedom is never
more than one generation away from extinction.”
President, Ronald Reagan
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum. There is not a soul
in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers, 28 April 1935
Rogers was an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation.
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